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Mendel never grasped the basic tenets of
Mendelian genetics (9), Darwin was a Lamarckist
throughout his life and Pasteur suppressed
unwelcome data. - This is the disturbing message
of John Waller's Fabulous Science. We know that
scientists rewrite the history of their discipline and create myths around
the founding fathers of their disciplines. But Waller's demythologizing acid
so aggressively corrodes the myths of our scientific heroes and revolutions,
that one cannot help wondering whether any heroes or revolutions survive
his treatment at all.
Pasteur: right for wrong reasons
The chapter about Pasteur is illuminating and relevant for the current
Evolution/Creation controversy. It appears that Pasteur was a creationist
(he believed the Genesis story) and firmly opposed the possibility of
spontaneous generation of life. Darwin's work appeared around that time.
Pasteur and 'his friends' were opposed to evolution. According to Waller,
Pasteur and his friends played an unfair game and did not give their
opponents a fair hearing. He suppressed unwelcome data. Today we would
label that 'unprofessional conduct'. Ultimately Pasteur was right, but for
the wrong reasons. Waller is remarkably mild in his judgement of Pasteur:
"his sins were of a comparatively modest nature."

Mendel did not understand Mendelian Genetics!
"Mendel never grasped the basic tenets
of Mendelian genetics" is Waller's
sensational claim. This seems absurd
and a great insult for the father of
genetics. The most important evidence
for this claim is the fact that Mendel
described the results of his crossings
as A + 2Aa + a instead of AA + 2Aa + aa,
which now is the standard textbook
formula. The rediscoverers of Mendel
and later textbook authors as well as
historians of science ignored Mendel's
single A. Why did Mendel wrote the
single A for homozygotes? It seems
that Mendel thought that homozygotes
and hybrids (heterozygotes) are
fundamentally different. Mendel reasoned that hybrids produce two
different kinds of seeds, therefore must have two different hereditary
factors for colour, whereas homozygotes have only one kind of factor for
colour. That's why he wrote A for homozygotes. Indeed Waller has a point
here. We cannot ignore this fact. Did he really fail to infer that
homozygotes not only have two identical kinds of factors but also no more
and no less than exactly two factors in each body cell? I examined the
online version of Mendel's publication (English translation). This is what
Mendel wrote:
The result of the fertilisation may be made clear by
putting
the signs for the conjoined egg and pollen cells in the form
of fractions, those for the pollen cells above and those for

the egg cells below the line. We then have
A
A
a
a
----- + ----- + ----- + ----A
a
A
a
So Mendel knew that both egg and pollen had an A, so the combination of
both in a zygote must be AA. Mendel further wrote:
"We may write then A/A + A/a + a/A + a/a = A + 2 Aa + a."
How strange! So the single A in Mendel's notation was an abbreviation!
Waller ignored this. Nonetheless a confusing abbrevation. Ernst Mayr
suggested that Mendel believed in a fusion of identical factors (4). That
could explain Mendel's abbreviation. Identical factors A and A blend (!) and
non-identical factors A and a do not blend. Surprisingly, Mendel's theory
was a mix of blending and non-blending inheritance! Today we understand
that the concepts diploid and haploid, so familiar to us, were not known in
Mendel's time. Without the knowledge of these universal concepts, Mendel
had difficulties in inferring that all hereditary factors come in pairs,
although that knowledge is not enough. Despite that Mendel understood
that hereditary characters present in egg and pollen are brought together
in the zygote, he subsequently simplified his expression for homozygotes.
microscopes and chromosomes
Waller claims "it would be most unreasonable
to suppose that he [Mendel] could have done so.
The idea of allelic pairs only began to make real
sense around 1900 - when scientists had good
enough microscopes to detect the existence of
chromosomes". The good thing here is that
Waller connects Mendelism and chromosomes
(16), but there are two reasons why I think
Waller's claim is wrong. The first is the timing
and the ambiguous nature of the cytological
evidence. The second reason is the logic of the
Mendelian ratios.
Waller is imprecise in the timing. Crucially, at the
time of the rediscovery, 1900, it was not
accepted that chromosomes exist in pairs, that
they pair and then separate in the formation of
germ cells. It was not until 1903, three years after the rediscovery, that W.
S. Sutton gave the first modern interpretation of the relationship between
genes and chromosomes (7). This is further confirmed by Portugal and
Cohen: "Within a few years after the verification of Mendel's work, the
relationship between the chromosome (but not DNA) and Mendelian
genetics was established" (8). But even this knowledge is not enough to
explain the Mendelian ratios. Historian Jan Sapp points out (discussing
meiosis) that "a crucial idea was lacking: cytologists had not yet generally
agreed on chromosomal individuality - the notion that different
chromosomes had different properties. In 1883 Wilhelm Roux postulated
that each chromosome carried different hereditary determinants. But the
experimental evidence was not reported until 1902 [ after the
rediscovery! ], when Theodor Boveri announced that each of the 36
chromosomes of the sea urchin were necessary for normal
development." (15).
Despite Sutton, there had been much reluctance among geneticists to
accept the chromosomal theory of heredity. William Bateson (1861-1926),
the father of the word 'genetics', the founder of the Journal of Genetics
and one of those who reproduced Mendel's results, never accepted the
chromosomal account of inheritance! Therefore, the connection between
chromosomes and Mendelian genes, is certainly not self-evident (19,20).

'Seeing Genes'
Waller attributes impossible knowledge to the early geneticists: "new staining
techniques had even made it possible for Morgan's team to see the areas on
individual chromosomes where particular traits were coded for." It is correct to
say that differently stained areas on chromosomes can be seen. Strictly
speaking, to see 'hereditary traits' on chromosomes is impossible. Morgan never
could see 'genes', they were still hypothetical. He could see stained
chromosome bands. Only Watson & Crick were in a position to claim that
chromosomes contain genes made of DNA. Only later in situ hybridisation
produced indirect visual evidence that genes were located on chromosomes. But
still the expression 'to see a gene' should not to be taken literally.

Furthermore, pre-1900 cytological knowledge about mitosis and meiosis
would not have helped the rediscoverers very much (17). The relation
between Mendelian factors and chromosomes is not so simple. How could a
varying number of stainable threadlike particles of different lengths and
forms, which were called 'chromo-somes' (stained bodies), be identified as
the carriers of heredity? We should certainly not make the mistake to
associate chromosomes with DNA, because this powerful association only
developed decades after the rediscovery of Mendel. Furthermore, why
should animal chromosomes behave in the same way as plant chromosomes?
Why could it not be a coincidence that chromosomes come in pairs and
Mendelian factors come in pairs too? Illustrative of the incomplete
knowledge of the time is that August Weismann [before 1900] envisaged
that each of the many chromosomes present in the cell nucleus carries all
of the hereditary units necessary for producing the entire individual. In
Pisum sativum, whose nuclei contain 14 chromosomes, this theory was clearly
incompatible with Mendel's (then still unknown) inference that the pea plant
is endowed with two, rather than fourteen, copies of each of its hereditary
units (11). For humans it would mean that there are 46 copies of each gene.
Weismann's theory is opposed to the whole idea of diploidy and the idea
that each gene is present in pairs. Therefore, it is clearly not enough to
know that sperm and egg contribute the same number of chromosomes, that
chromosomes come in pairs, and that those pairs pair and segregate during
meiosis. One needs to know that each chromosome pair is unique and
contains only one pair of a specific gene. It is crucial to know how many
copies genes have and how they are distributed over chromosomes. One
cannot see that through a microscope.
the logic of the ratios
The second reason why I disagree with Waller's claim that it would be
most unreasonable to suppose that Mendel could have inferred the idea of
allelic pairs, is the logic of the Mendelian ratios. The 3:1 ratio logically
requires that the hereditary factors exists in pairs! (at least for
heterozygotes). The assumptions are:
1. hybrid parents produce 2 different gametes with only one factor
per gamete
2. the 2 types of gametes are produced in equal proportions
3. this gives 4 possible equally likely combinations of the gametes
The conclusion from these premises is that 1 out of 4 has the recessive
phenotype and 3 out of 4 have the dominant phenotype. If these
assumptions are violated, for example the 2 different gametes are
produced in unequal proportions, or a gamete contains 2 factors instead of
one, then by logic alone, a different ratio results. For example, a tetraploid
(4N) produces very different ratios: 35 : 1 or 21 : 1 (depending on the
location of the gene on the chromosome). So, in a tetraploid the recessive
phenotype has always a lower frequency than the 3:1 ratio of diploid (2N)
parents. Certainly 'hundreds or thousands of hereditary elements' do not
produce a 3:1 ratio. In that case a plant with a recessive phenotype would be
extremely rare. So although Mendel did not have independent evidence for
each assumption, taken together the assumptions perfectly explain the 3:1
ratio he found, although in an abstract way.
not relevant
Furthermore, the fact that Mendel wrote homozygotes as A instead of
AA has no effect at all on the 3:1 ratio. This is because a homozygote (a
'pure' plant) produces only one type of gamete (by definition). An identical
pair still produces one type of gamete. From our present-day perspective, a
homozygote is diploid, has a pair of identical alleles, and so Mendel used a
'wrong' notation, but in the context of the ratios this does not make a

difference. The crucial assumption here is that the hybrid has a pair of
factors. Of course Mendel could not miss that, because A and a are a pair.
Therefore, Waller is imprecise in claiming that it is unreasonable that
Mendel could not have inferred a pair. Mendel could not prove that
homozygotes have a pair. However, he did not need such a proof. And this is
not because he could not see chromosomes, but because it was not
necessary to explain his 3:1 ratio. And because he did not need it, it was no
hindrance for the full explanation of the ratio. According to geneticist C. D.
Darlington, Mendel evaded the unproved doubleness of the homozygotes.
Mendel's successors made the next step and described the homozygotes as
AA. "A step Mendel himself would no doubt have made had he ever met a
single person with whom he could seriously discuss his ideas" (14). It seems
that Darlington was the only geneticist who correctly read Mendel's paper
(independently of Olby).
no explantion? only descriptive?
I strongly disagree that Mendel's work was 'purely a descriptive exercise'.
Mendel's statement "The internal composition of the egg and pollen cells of
hybrids" is beyond pure description. One cannot see the 'internal
composition' of eggs. It is an inference. Of course Mendel did not believe
that green or yellow colours were somehow present in seed. Mendel
certainly tried to explain his observed ratios by a hypothetical unobservable
internal composition of egg and pollen. Of course he could not see the
presence of the recessive factor in a hybrid with a dominant phenotype. It
is also an inference. Waller does not mention Mendel's manipulation of data
(2) (a lost opportunity!). If Mendel had no expectations about 'correct'
ratios, how could he or his assistant consciously or unconsciously 'correct'
his data?

Richard Dawkins about Mendel
It is very instructive and sometimes amusing to compare what Dawkins (3) says
about Darwin and Mendel and what Waller says. "Fisher cleverly remarked that
Mendelism has a kind of necessary plausibility which could have led to its
discovery by any thinker in a mid-Victorian armchair". Well, Mendel could not
according to Waller! Fisher should have added 'once you know the solution and
all the supporting evidence'! Darwin himself did hybridisation experiments and
counted the different forms in the progeny, but did not infer Mendel's laws (10).
Dawkins did not explain why it was so plausible and which assumptions go into it.
Secondly, did Darwin know about Mendel's publication? Opinions differ. Some
sources say YES, Dawkins says NO. If Darwin was so close, and could use nonblending inheritance so desperately, why did he not embrace non-blending
inheritance? Why did Darwinists not use Mendelism immediately after the
rediscovery? Why did it have to wait until the 1930's that Mendelism was
integrated into evolutionary theory?
Ernst Mayr about Mendel
It is always interesting to find out what Mayr wrote about a subject. Mayr (4)
states that the outstanding contribution made by Mendel was the refutation of
the idea that many replicas of a single determinant are transmitted
simultaneously to the germ cells and instead that such factors exist always in
pairs. Mayr went even further: the 3:1 ratio requires that characters exists in
pairs! According to Mayr, Mendel inferred that each character is represented in a
fertilised egg by two and only two factors from his 3:1 ratios. Amazingly, this is
exactly what Mendel failed to do according to Waller! Even more amazingly,
Mayr knows about the historical source (Olby,1979) that first pointed out the
deficiencies in Mendel's knowledge.
Peter Bowler about Mendel
Bowler is known for his excellent history of Darwinism (5). He accepts the
possibility that Mendel did not think of paired particles. Mendel intended his work
as a contribution to the origin of species by means of hybridisation (just as
Linnaeus); not as a contribution to pure genetics. Therefore Mendel was
opposed to Darwin. Bowler agrees with Waller, but with the important difference
that Bowler is more careful, while Waller expresses his opinions without
reservations.

what did the rediscovers rediscover?
If one concludes, as I do, that the cytological evidence in 1900 was too
incomplete to support allelic pairs and that the logic of the ratios alone
should be enough to infer allelic pairs for both homozygotes and
heterozygotes, the question arises: what exactly did the rediscoverers
rediscover? Only Mendel's ratios or the correct interpretation too? It is
perfectly possible that they only reproduced the Mendelian ratios in 1900.
One needs to investigate how they described their homozygotes. Did they

write AA in 1900 or was it a few years later when cytological evidence
became convincing enough?
historical lessons
I agree with Waller that geneticists after the rediscovery of Mendel have
interpreted Mendel with the benefit of hindsight and in doing so obscured
Mendel's struggle with the correct interpretation of his data (13). We now
have a more realistic view of Mendel's achievement. But more importantly,
instead of undermining the genius of Mendel, historical research gives us
insights in the intellectual struggle of those who made scientific
revolutions. We gain insight in how scientific discoveries are made. If
anybody is to blame it is not Mendel but those who misinterpreted him. On
the other hand, if historical accuracy is sacrified for the sake of efficient
training in genetics, then this seems harmless efficiency. A general
conclusion is that revolutionary ideas never come fully formed. Even when
we view an ingredient (allelic pairs) of a conceptual system (Mendelian
genetics) as logically necessary today, it is possible that it is not present in
the theory of the inventor.
Genetics: paradigm of successful science
It is beyond Waller's scope that the development of genetics as a science
is the prime example of progress in biology. The development of the concept
of the gene from an abstract speculative entity to a physical object that
can be manipulated in a test-tube, is a paradigm of successful science. Even
the in the flourishing period of classical Mendelian genetics, 1900 - 1950,
the gene was an abstract theoretical entity. The physical basis of the gene
was established by the landmark paper of Watson & Crick in 1953.
Modern genetics
Even a discipline traditionally separated from biology and genetics,
is a synthesis of
such as pharmacology, is now witnessing a merger with genetics
the disciplines
resulting in the disciplines pharmacogenetics and
Mendelian
pharmacogenomics. Another example: during the past few years the
genetics,
fastest growing and most influential trend in memory research has
population
been the molecular genetic apporach. (12)
genetics,
cytogenetics,
molecular genetics, genomics and more. Genetics is at the centre of modern
biology and it has achieved an unparalleled unifying power for all biological
disciplines. Viewed from this perspective, the progress since Mendel is even
the more impressive and the few shortcomings of Mendel are insignificant.
Mendel was the first to carry out genetic experiments systematically and on
a large scale. My claim is that there is no other way to start the science of
genetics. Mendel still is the founder of genetics, despite his minor
shortcomings.

Darwin: a lifelong Lamarckist
Typically, the chapter about
Charles Darwin is called "The origin
of species by means of useinheritance". A subtle hint to
Darwin's lifelong Lamarckism!
Waller attacks four Darwinian
myths:

myth 1: Darwin's theory of
evolution was original and a

❍

complete break with the past.
According to Waller "Historians now recognise that the core
principles of evolution - struggle for survival, selection, heritability,
adaptation, even the appearance of random changes to the
hereditary makeup - were fairly common themes in Victorian botany
and zoology." I have no problem in searching for historical
forerunners of Darwin, and pointing out misconceptions, but the
result seems to be that the Darwinian revolution becomes a
mystery. If every ingredient of evolution was there, what did
Darwin do? Was there a revolution at all? It looks as if Waller's
main goal is to destroy all the originality of Darwin. One could as
well claim that Shakespeare was not very original because he only
arranged existing words in a particular order.

Decade of the Brain:
In 2003 neuroscience and genomics teamed up in
projects that promise to propel the study of the brain
into the real of 'big science'. This is another example
how genetics proves its central position and its
revolutionary role in biology (18)

❍

❍

❍

myth 2: The great achievement of Darwin was that he replaced
Lamarckian inheritance of acquired characteristics with random
variations and natural selection.
Waller claims that Darwin believed in Lamarckian inheritance of
acquired characteristics during all the subsequent editions of the
Origin. However, even the historian of science Peter Bowler has a
more balanced view: "Darwin himself accepted that the inheritance
of acquired characters might supplement natural selection and his
view of heredity allowed for the effect to occur" (5, p. 236).
According to Strickberger "at times Darwin accepted the
Lamarckian view of the inheritance of use and disuse"
myth 3: Darwin treated the causes of variation as a black box
because he had no good theory of heredity.
According to Waller, Pangenesis was very good science! Darwin
'knew' how new genetic variation was produced, it was not a black
box for him. A non-blending theory of inheritance was readily
available to Darwin. His cousin Francis Galton developed an
ingenious particulate theory of heredity.
myth 4: Darwin consistently claimed that evolution is not
progressive.
Waller claims that Darwin believed in progressive evolution, but he
does not give good evidence for his claim.

The two chapters about Darwin deserve a careful reading. Some general
conclusions can be drawn. Because the previous generation had incomplete
knowledge, we automatically fill in the gaps when we describe their
knowledge. In our time we know more than they did. But we also are inclined
to ascribe some of the solutions of the puzzle to our ancestors, because we
know they are logically necessary. Mendel and Darwin are not accused of
scientific misconduct; they are simply not as good, and not as revolutionary
as modern scientists claim.

Huxley and others
Waller describes Huxley as creating a war between science and religion.
Huxley fought a war against religion to further his personal career in
science. Huxley believed science and religion are incompatible and Waller
clearly dislikes the idea. Waller himself seems to be in favour of the idea
that science and religion are compatible. Further, he seems to have some
sympathy for the creationist position (see also his mild judgement of
creationist Pasteur). In a chapter about using anaesthetics in medicine (Ch
13) Waller states that "White's science-religion dichotomy was being talked
into existence" (6).
Other scientists such as physicists Eddington and Millikan have manipulated
their experimental data (data suppression: throwing away what you don't
like). How can you ever trust a high ranking and influential physicist after
reading this? This is good material to study the complexities of how a
scientific theory is proved or disproved.
Waller has done great service to busy readers interested in the scientific
method, scientific controversies, and the history of science by summarising
many books and articles in the recent history of science. The result is an
introduction to a diversity of issues from a diversity of disciplines one
would otherwise not have encountered.
Waller's claim that Mendel did and could not understand Mendelian genetics
is wrong. Mendel's explanation for the ratio's is correct despite his puzzling
notation and despite his lack of cytological knowledge. It seems that Waller
himself failed to understand the full force of the logic of the Mendelian
ratio's.
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